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Taking Retirement to a New Level
If you’re 50 and looking to decrease your pace, maybe it’s time
to consider network marketing as a complimentary element.
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After the age of 50, many people consider leaving 
the workplace to pursue a different agenda. They 
may pursue a life full of excitement or leisure. In 
some cases, they may have to find a lesser job to 
meet their monthly needs. Whatever the case is, 
network marketing can provide freedom without 
the stress of having to find another traditional form
of employment.

Stability is based on effort and 
time dedicated to the business. 
So if you have a few hours to 
dedicate, you could build a 
second income without the sweat
and tears of the traditional world.

It’s okay to take some time to relax and enjoy life before switching lanes 
completely.

Switching Lanes after 50
If you’re 50 and looking to decrease your pace, maybe it’s time to 
consider network marketing as a complimentary element. Switching lanes
from the career world to one that is slower may be difficult and 
challenging to say the least. Leaving forty plus hours a week in a work 
place to having complete free time may frighten many of you out there. 
Some of you may worry about being financial secure, but if you 
investigate into a home business you could find a bright future without the
need to struggle with your time and wares.

Many people from the baby boomer age have moved into network 
marketing as a secondary career. They are experiencing freedom and 
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independence without sacrificing their retirement. They have found 
another way to enjoy their time and keep an income coming in. There are
industries across the board they deal with network with marketing, 
perhaps your experience may come into play. Your connections and 
abilities could be a great opening for a new career without the stress or 
demands of a traditional workforce.

Do More without a Huge Risk
You can do more with your retirement than just sit there and collect dust. 
You can make a difference in your life and feel accomplished. You can 
take a small step into the sunset without having to pay for a plane ticket. 
You can leave a legacy for your family without it being in a vault in some 
foreign bank.

You can find yourself in a 
powerful position without having 
to bow to anyone! You are free to 
make any decision and live with 
the reward or consequence 
without having to feel guilty.

You are free to ignore this and do nothing and worry about your finances 
for the rest of your life. The choice is yours and the risk is small, sending 
one email asking for more information. Do you dare to be different?

—————————————————————

One of network marketing's premier trainers and
teachers, David Feinstein is an accomplished 
motivational speaker and coach as well as the 
author of many highly successful books. David 
believes that life is meant to be lived to the fullest, 
and his personal life is a reflection of what you can
achieve when you live fully.

David spends his time spanning the globe with 
extensive travel and enjoying his personal freedom with his lovely wife
Ann. With over 20+ years of experience in the NWM profession, David
is 100% happy in his daily life, enjoying financial freedom, his love of 
coaching, animals, family and friends and personal empowerment. David 
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is always welcome to partnerships and learning more about network 
marketing and personal branding.

David is a self-described outside the box thinker who has a true 
entrepreneurial spirit that began when he started managing paper routes 
with other children at the age of 12. As David entered adulthood he found
himself running a highly successful accounting firm. While many people 
would be pleased with that success alone, David always wanted more. 
Managing fortunes for some of the most recognizable names in 
Hollywood was not enough and soon David began looking into other 
avenues.

His strengths lie in his ability to motivate and craft highly effective 
marketing plans. His ability to engage, manage and work with some of 
the most demanding personalities on the planet has allowed David to 
truly become a leader in personal marketing. 
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